Figure C12.F8. OHDACA Project Execution

**Execution (In Progress)**

- **EP**
  - Property is identified in Warehouse or DLA Disposition
  - Picklist Offered to CCMD/SCO
  - Picklist Accepted by CCMD/SCO
  - EP Staging, Awaiting Transportation, & then Shipment to PN
  - EP Received in PN; process through Customs with VAT exemption
  - Custody Transfer to DOS is completed & CTD is uploaded into OHASIS

- **HA**
  - CCMD Funds Project
  - Construction Project?
    - Yes: Engineer Agency conducts Contract Solicitation & Award
    - No: VAT exemption is processed/verified
  - Component makes equipment purchase and/or arranges for Training
  - Receive delivery of purchase and/or conduct Training
  - Update funds obligation entries in OHASIS*
  - Final building Inspection
  - Update funds obligation entries in OHASIS*

- **HMA**
  - CCMD Funds Project
  - HDTC trains & certifies U.S. Forces
  - CCMD/Unit conducts PDSS
  - Training equipment/supplies are ordered & delivered
  - Unit executes training or assistance in PN
  - Unit & PN create implementation plan to sustain capacity
  - Update funds obligation entries in OHASIS*

**Completion, Graduation, or Donation Ceremony with Public Affairs**

- Project Closeout is submitted within 30 days of project completion

**Project is closed**

* Funds that are not managed in DAI